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Post navigation About MisterJoker A person in charge of running a website. The manager of a particular website is called the webmaster. The main work of a webmaster is to maintain the web content or the functionality of a website.Milwaukee — Attorney General Josh Kaul has launched an investigation into whether President Donald Trump’s private
attorney, Michael Cohen, committed felony tax fraud by improperly claiming $50,000 in charitable donations from two large donors. As first reported by BuzzFeed News, Cohen has agreed to cooperate with Kaul’s office and give the attorney general’s staff documents, text messages, and emails relating to the two donations. One donor was Fred Eychaner,
CEO of Newsweb Corporation, which owns the website HuffPost and the Chicago Tribune. The other was Elliott Broidy, a major Republican donor and former deputy finance chair of Trump’s presidential campaign. Cohen told BuzzFeed, “I want to be clear: Donald Trump has not asked me, and I have not offered, to influence any government officials or
witness in this investigation.” The outlet reported that Kaul began investigating Cohen in November and has not been in contact with the attorney general’s office recently. Broidy donated $158,000 to Cohen’s legal fund last year, according to a disclosure report required by the Federal Election Commission. The Wisconsin Center for Investigative
Journalism, a nonprofit group, said that it was the largest donation to a federal candidate and his campaign in recent memory. “With the recent revelation of hush money payment made to Karen McDougal, it would appear this issue is worth looking into,” Kaul, a Republican, told NBC News. The civil investigation comes a week after Cohen pleaded guilty to
violating campaign finance laws, in part by paying McDougal, an adult film star, to buy her silence about an affair she had with Trump in 2006. Broidy and Eychaner have not commented on the criminal investigation. Kaul has also not commented directly on the criminal case or the campaign finance laws at issue. A spokesperson for Eychaner told NBC
News that he will not comment. A spokesperson for Broidy has also not commented and referred questions to Cohen. Federal prosecutors in New York, who are also investigating Cohen, have been tipped off that he paid the money to McDougal, according to the FBI agent in charge 6d1f23a050
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